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Abstract 

 

Pneumatic actuators have several advantages such as light weight, safety, low cost and high 

compliance. However, many pneumatic actuators have complicated systems that include a 

compressor, air tubes, and pneumatic valves with electrical wires. This research proposes a new 

control method for a multiplex pneumatic transmission constructed with special resonant valves and 

air tubes with a control system driven by air vibration in air tubes without electrical wires. The 

control is simplified and effective for pneumatic systems having many degrees of freedom. In this 

paper, the development of a primitive model of the resonant valve and a prototype valve is described. 

In addition, two control methods, which are a superimposing method and a time-sharing method, are 

shown, and the independent driving of four actuators is realized by using one of the control methods 

with air tubes only.  
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1.  Introduction  

Pneumatic actuators are used in several areas, such as industrial robots, rehabilitation tools, and 

medical and caregiver robots, because they have the advantages of light weight, low cost, safety, and 

high compliance. However, in a pneumatic system, a large compressor and many electrical wires 

from the control valve complicate the entire system [1, 2].  

To solve this problem, new servo controls, including downsized or new pneumatic devices, have 

been researched [1]. Air compressors which have portability and high capacity have been developed 

[3, 4]. In addition, downsized pneumatic valves have been proposed [5-8]. For example, a solenoid 

actuator, electrical motor, and piezoelectric actuator have been adapted to the pneumatic valve. The 

pneumatic valve using a piezoelectric actuator is suitable for downsizing and improvement of the 

responsibility [7, 8].  

The authors previously proposed a novel pneumatic control system called multiplex pneumatic 

transmission [9, 10]. The purpose of this system is simplification of the conventional pneumatic 

system, which is constructed with a many pneumatic solenoid valves and electric wires. Figure 1 

shows the proposed system. The multiplex pneumatic transmission is constructed with an oscillator, 

resonant valves and air tubes. In this system, the resonant valves use air vibration to work as on/off 

valves. The air vibration is generated by the oscillator, which can be a servo valve, voice coil motor 

or speaker. In Fig. 1, for example, resonant valve 1 is driven by air vibration 1 having the resonant 
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frequency of valve 1. Similarly, resonant valve 2 is driven by air vibration 2. By using air vibration 3 

combined with the resonant frequencies of valves 1 and 2, both resonant valves 1 and 2 can be 

driven. Thus, this system simplifies and downsizes the pneumatic valves and the entire system.  

In related work, Kitagawa et al. developed a pneumatic pilot valve driven by sound vibration 

using a speaker [11]. In this research, two pneumatic pilot valves were developed and achieved 

independent driving of the two valves. This system was adapted to wearable devices in the 

caretaking and medical assistance areas. Ikuta et al. developed a band pass valve driven by hydraulic 

pressure for a system with multiple degrees of freedom [12]. Several band pass valves can 

individually be controlled by different ranges of pressure. When configured with a soft actuator, 

these valves can be adapted to a safe active catheter having two degrees of freedom.  

The authors of the current paper previously defined the working principle behind a proposed 

pneumatic valve, developed a prototype valve, and experimentally confirmed independent driving of 

two pneumatic cylinders [13-15].  

In this paper, we describe a new resonant valve that successfully realizes independent control of 

four pneumatic actuators. A new control method of time sharing is proposed for systems having 

multiple degrees of freedom. In addition, the experimental results of the superimposing method used 

in the previous research is compared with the time-sharing method.  
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Fig.1 Proposed novel pneumatic system called the multiplex pneumatic transmission [9, 10] 

2.  Working principles of the multiplex pneumatic control system  

2.1. Working principle of the resonant valve 

The primitive model of the resonant valve is shown in Fig. 2 [9, 10]. The model is configured with 

two mass-spring systems. The vibrators are pressurized between two spring forces and have different 

channels in each vibrator. In Fig. 2, the input channel of this model is on the left side, and the air 

vibration from the input channel flows to the right side. When the frequency of the air vibration is 

the non-resonant frequency, the two objects vibrate on contact. Thus, the air vibration does not flow 

to the right side. However, when the frequency is the resonant frequency of this model, the two 

vibrators repeat the contact and non-contact actions between the two vibrating objects. The air 

vibration flows to the right side through the two vibrating objects. In other words, this model is 

driven by the air vibration transmitted in air tubes working as an on/off valve.  
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 The structure of the primitive model was the basis behind the principle figure. The two vibrators 

and springs were placed in a hollow rectangular case. In the experiment of the primitive model, the 

oscillator in the multiplex pneumatic transmission was the pneumatic servo valve. 

  

Fig.2 Principle of the primitive model for the resonant valve 

2.2. Superimposing and time-sharing methods 

The resonant valve is controlled by the air vibration of Eq. (1), shown below. Air vibration to the 

resonant valve is produced by the high-speed valve as the oscillator. In Eq. (1), Vp is the voltage 

parameter to the oscillator and fn is the frequency of the driving valve. Single-valve control is 

possible by selecting the resonant frequency.  

 

  offsettfamplitudeV np  0.2sin    (1) 

 

We propose the superimposing and time-sharing methods of control for driving multiple resonant 

valves. In the superimposing method, the numbers of frequencies are combined as shown in Fig. 3 
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and Eq. (2), where m is the maximum number of resonant valves. Independent control of two 

pneumatic cylinders by the superimposing method was successful [13, 14].  
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 In the time-sharing method, different resonant frequencies are oscillated serially in a short time T, 

as shown in Fig. 4 and Eq. (3).  
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Each periods T1, …，Tm is decided so that a few waves at least are included in one period. Here, 

Tm is the parameter of the cycle of each resonant frequency. Each frequency is repeated as the cycle 

is connected serially from frequency (1) to frequency (m). Time T depends on the time constant of 

the pressure response and wavelength of each resonant frequency. It is effective because the cycle 

becomes shorter with high-frequency bands.  
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In this paper, the number of driving prototype valves is four. The comparison of the two methods is 

described in an experiment of independent control. 

 

Fig.3 Multi-valve driving method 1: superimposing method which combines many frequencies 

 

Fig.4 Multi-valve driving method 2: time-sharing method which connects many frequencies serially 

3.  Design and fabrication of the prototype valve  

The primitive valve shown in Fig.2 doesn’t work well because of friction between the vibrators 

and the case [10]. In this report, we have designed, developed and used a new prototype valve as 

shown in Fig.5, which consists of a rubber button valve, two vibrators and springs. This valve is 

configured with two mass-spring systems: the active m-k system, which is driven by the air vibration 

in a air supply line and the passive m-k system, which is driven passively by the active m-k system. 
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A rubber bellows-metal spring combination is used for the active m-k system and a metal spring is 

used for the passive m-k system. The driving air line is connected to the active rubber bellows and 

also to the input of the valving element, which is called the rubber button valve [15]. The rubber 

button valve realizes on/off function by the pushing force, like a mechanical button and solves the 

problem of the friction of vibrating objects. The rubber button valve is manufactured by a simple 

method, shown in Fig. 6. The first step of the manufacturing process is deciding on the design by 

using the nonlinear finite element method (FEM). Second, a mold based on the nonlinear FEM result 

is fabricated by CAD/CAM. Finally, the rubber button valve is molded and bonded by excimer 

surface important processing. The operation of the prototype valve as an on/off valve was confirmed 

in a step response experiment.  

The resonant frequency of the prototype valve is designed by configuring the mass and spring 

constants in the mass-spring systems. The maximum frequency of the high-speed pneumatic valve 

generating air vibrating as the oscillator in the experimental system is approximately 50 [Hz]. 

Therefore, the four different resonant frequencies of the four prototype valves have to be less than 50 

[Hz]. The mass is configured by changing the material and volume. The materials are aluminum, 

stainless steel, copper, and polyacetal. The parameters of the four prototype valves are shown in 

Table 1. The theoretical resonant frequencies are shown in Table 1 the resonant frequencies when 

the vibrators are in contacting as calculated by Eq. (4).  
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Fig.5 Prototype valve (left: inside view; right: structure as an on/off valve) 

 

Fig.6 Manufacturing method for the rubber button valve [15] 

Table 1 Parameters of the developed valves 

Valve 
Material of 

vibrators 

Active m-k system 
Passive m-k 

system 

Resonant 

frequency 

m1(g) k1(N/mm) m2(g) k2(N/mm) fn(Hz) 

A Cupper 80.2  0.30  133.3  0.49  9.6  

B 
Stainless 

steel 
33.2  0.30  86.7  0.49  12.9  

C Polyacetal 12.4  0.50  8.0  0.49  35.1  

D Aluminum 23.9  0.30  25.2  0.50  20.3  
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4.  Experimental evaluations of the resonant valve 

4.1 Resonant motion of the vibrators  

 The evaluation system for the resonant motion of the four prototype valves is shown in Fig. 7. 

The motion of the two vibrators in the prototype valve is measured by a motion-capture system. The 

marker for capturing the motion is placed on the center of each vibrator. The frame rate of the 

high-speed camera for the motion capture is 150 [frame/s]. Sinusoidal pneumatic vibrations are 

applied to the valve. The four prototype valves are connected to the oscillator with one air line and 

are controlled from 5 [Hz] to 40 [Hz]. A high speed valve (FEST corp., MPYE-5-1/8LF-010-B) is 

used as the oscillator, which has the maximum response frequency of 100[Hz] and the maximum 

flow capacity of 350[l/min].    

The experimental results of the motion of each vibrator are shown in Fig. 8. When the frequency 

is the non-resonant frequency, the vibrators keep contacting and the distance between the two 

vibrators is constant. The frequency having the largest distance between the two vibrators shows the 

resonant motion of the prototype valves. From the results, the use of the resonant frequency as an 

on/off valve was confirmed for the four different resonant frequencies. 
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Fig.7 Motion capture system for measuring the resonant motion of the four prototype valves 

 

(a) motion of valve A                     (b) motion of valve B 

 

(c) motion of valve C                  (d) motion of valve D 

Fig.8 Experimental results of the motion of the vibrators 
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4.2. Experiments of independent pneumatic control  

In the next experiment, the purpose is the confirmation of independent driving of the four 

prototype valves by the superimposing and time-sharing methods. The experimental system for the 

four prototype valves as pneumatic on/off valves is shown in Fig. 9. The parameters of this system 

are the same as those used in the evaluation system for motion capture. The output pressure from 

each prototype valve is measured by a pressure sensor. Since the rubber button valve has no 

exhausting function for the control port as shown in Fig.5. Small flow control are used as a leak 

valve as shown in Fig.9. 

The experimental results of the pressure output for the frequency changes are shown in Fig. 10. 

The frequency is changed from 40 [Hz] to 5 [Hz] by 1[Hz] every 3 [s]. The standard signal is a 

sinusoidal wave, as shown in Eq. (1). For each valve, a sharp change of the pressure value was 

confirmed. Figure 11 shows the experimental results of the output pressure due to the changing 

amplitude of the signal. The output pressure changes for the different amplitude ratio in each valve. 

The amplitude ratio is defined the amplitude voltage divided by the max amplitude voltage. Figure 

12 shows the experimental results of the step response for the resonant frequency of valve A. This 

one valve is driven only by the resonant frequency, and the other valves are in the off stage due their 

non-resonant frequencies. The single driving in the case of other valves was also confirmed.  
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Figure 13 shows the results of multi-valve driving by two-valve driving, three-valve driving, and 

four-valve driving for each method. In the superimposing method, two-valve driving is successful, as 

shown on the left side of Fig. 13 (a). However, three-valve and four-valve drives are not successful, 

as shown on the left side of Fig. 13 (b) and (c). In contrast, in the time-sharing method, multi-valve 

driving is successful, as shown on the right of Fig. 13 (a)-(c). The output pressures corresponding to 

each resonant frequency are confirmed in each figure. The output pressure vibrates comparison with 

the single-driving. This vibrating error can possibly be reduced by optimizing the cycle time of each 

frequency (T1, T2, T3, and T4 in Fig. 4). The different waveforms result from the time constant of 

each valve. However, the output pressures can be controlled by changing the amplitude of each 

signal.  

  

Fig.9 Independent control system of four prototype valves 
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Fig.10 Experimental results of output pressure relative to the frequency response 

 

Fig.11 Experimental results of the output pressure control relative to the change of amplitude 

 

Fig.12 Step response for single-valve driving, valve A 
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(a) two-valve driving, valves A and C 

 

(b) three valve driving, valves A, B and C  

 

(c) four-valve driving 

Fig.13 Comparison of the experimental results for the superimposing method (left) and time-sharing 

method (right) for multi-valve driving 

5.  Conclusion   

In this research, a new pneumatic control method for multi-DOF pneumatic systems that achieves 

downsizing of the pneumatic valves and the entire system is proposed. The multiplex pneumatic 
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transmission consists of the resonant valve, the oscillator, and air tube only. Thus, this system offers 

independent driving for multi-pneumatic actuators by the air vibration in one air line.  

A prototype valve was developed for confirming expected operation. A new prototype valve is 

developed for this system. A key point of the prototype valve is a valving element which is the 

rubber button valve. The rubber button valve is manufactured by a simple process of rubber molding 

and excimer bonding. Four prototype valves having different resonant frequencies were developed 

and used in evaluation experiments.  

 The resonant motion of the vibrators was confirmed by a motion-capture system. Thus, 

single-valve driving was confirmed by a frequency response experiment and the resonant 

frequencies of the four prototype valves were clarified. A multi-valve driving method called the 

time-sharing method is also proposed for driving several valves at the same time. This method was 

compared with the superimposing method, proposed in a previous paper. The superimposing method 

is a multiplex method that superimposes many frequencies. In contrast, the time-sharing method 

connects several resonant frequencies serially in a short time. In the experiment using the 

time-sharing method, multiplex driving of the four valves was confirmed. In future tasks, 

optimization of the cycle time of each frequency will be investigated in the time-sharing method.  

The resonant valves achieved driving as on/off valves without an electric wire by only air supply 

line. The structure of the resonant valve is effective for achieving multiplex pneumatic transmission. 
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In addition, the time-sharing method for independent driving is effective for multi-pneumatic drive 

systems. One problem in the current prototype system is in the response of the oscillator and valves. 

As a future work we are challenging a new system using piezp vibrators and new valves, which will 

realize higher bandwidth of this system and will make the period of sinusoidal wave imposing 

shorter.  
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